Proof. Since it is well known that every *-automorphism of B(H) is inner (see [l] ) we may assume that <pn(A)=UnAU* for some unitary [/". Suppose therefore that B (H) has property A.A. and that { [/"} is the corresponding sequence of unitaries demonstrating the property. It follows that for each pair A, BEB(H) we have UnA U*B -BU"A [/n*->0 strongly.
Let £ denote the orthogonal projection on the span of {xi,x3, • • • }, and let F=I-E. Then there is a unitary V such that E = VFV*, and there are operators P, Q, R, and 5 such that I = SER=PFQ. Let { Vm} be a countable set of unitaries such that E, F, P, Q, R, S, and V are linear combinations of the Vm and such that { Vm} is closed under multiplication and taking adjoints. Let 6, be the involutive algebra generated by the { Vm}. We may assume that the [/" are such that the strong limit of the sequence U"VmU* =\mI exists for each Vm, by Lemma 3 and the Cantor diagonal process. Then it is readily verified that if A Ed, A = 2J»_i amVm, we may define 0: a-*C by <j>(A) =X where strong limit UnA U*=\I.
It is easy to check that <p is linear, This proof is essentially the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [2] .
